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1.

Purpose
This document has been prepared in response to Senate Bill 897, Session Law 2010-31, as signed by the Governor on June 30,
2010, which included a special provision directed towards the Office of Technology Services (ITS) and the ITS billing process.
Section 6.7.(g) states the following: “The State CIO shall ensure that the agency bills from ITS for information technology goods and
services are easily understood and fully transparent.”
This document is designed to help our customers better understand their monthly bills. It also describes additional reports available
to them with examples. Any additional questions about the ITS bill should be directed to the respective Business Relationship
Manager assigned to the agency.

2.

Introduction to the ITS Billing System
The ITS billing system is an automated billing system incorporating data from a variety of subsystems, e.g., mainframe,
telephony/telecommunication services and distributed services. The mainframe system is built on a SAS analytics package called IT
Resource Manager. The mainframe data is gathered and verified throughout the month and then coupled with external data, such as
data feeds from telephone providers. It is then compiled into an invoice, usually by the 15th of the next month for the previous month’s
billing. For instance, the July invoice will have all the activity for June. The invoice is delivered electronically to anyone at the agency
as long as they have a RACF ID and have been given access to the ebilling system. A RACF ID is assigned by the agency RACF
administrator. To request access to the ITS ebilling system, customers should open a service request with the ITS Service Desk by
calling 919-754-6000 or emailing ITS.Incidents@its.nc.gov.

3.

Computing Services Invoice
The services contained in the Computing Services invoice include: E-mail and Calendar, Mainframe Hosting, Distributed Hosting,
ECM, NCID, ITSM, Managed Desktop, SQA, Project Management and Applications Development and Support. Page 5 includes an
example of a typical Computing Services invoice. The invoice has been modified to provide more white space to allow for ITS
comments. All of the data in this document is sample data only. Any similarity to a real agency bill is purely coincidental.
The top of the invoice page shows the:
• Month and year that the invoice covers
• Date the invoice was run
• Unique customer number and customer name
• Account distribution - who is paying for the service
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The invoice is grouped by Distribution Code or DisCD. The DisCD allows the invoice to be broken down by Department Code. The
DisCD is unique and provided by ITS, however, the agency should provide to ITS the Department Codes to be included in the
Distribution Code. Department Codes may be changed by an agency, but are limited to 16 characters.
Charges are further broken down through the Bill Number, also called Bill Code. In Computing Services, this is a three digit
alphabetic code that is controlled by the agency and unique to each agency. Similar to the DisCD, the Bill Number is assigned by
ITS, but the title is provided by the agency and is limited to 30 characters. Below the Bill Number (see page 5) are the actual
consumed services based on this grouping. (In the telephony invoice, the Bill Number may be the ten digit telephone number. For a
Wide Area Network connection, the Bill Number is the site ID.)
A Bill Number may be used for any application or cost grouping desired. In the sample invoice on page 5, the Bill Number in use is
called SXX. In this case, SXX is a Bill Number/Code for Desktop Support Services. Listed below the Bill Number are all the
consumed services for that particular Bill Number. The Bill Number is totaled, the Account Distribution is totaled, and there is a
customer total.
The concept of the Bill Number is that services may be listed under it in some kind of logical grouping. This grouping may be driven
by the business needs of the agency. An example is the BEACON application. OSC could decide to have one Bill Number for all of
the services necessary to run BEACON, or they may decide to have a Bill Number for each environment, e.g., development, testing,
quality assurance, and production. Each option has pluses and minuses. The advantage of having one Bill Number is that it allows
the agency to look in one place and obtain a total for all of the services that an application consumes. The disadvantage of having
one Bill Number is that the agency would not know which environment is consuming which resources. While having a Bill Number
for each environment provides more granularity and control, it may require more effort to obtain the summary information.
Under each Bill Number is the actual consumed service. There is a unique Service Code that corresponds to each potential service.
Each Service Code has a description. In the invoice example on page 5, the Service Code for a standard desktop is 890000. The
quantity is the number of desktops billed to the agency. In the example, the quality is 128 desktops. The rate for this particular
service is $70.00 per unit, obtained from the ITS Billing Rates page, http://www.its.state.nc.us/About/Rates/RateFront.asp. The
charge is based on units per month. ITS charges are based on a variety of units of measure, such as hour, lists (for number of lists),
minutes for mainframe use, gigabytes or megabytes per day for storage, to name a few. The total is calculated by multiplying the
quantity times the rate. In the invoice example, it is 128 desktops times $70, which totals $1,260. Once the billing system reaches
the end of a Bill Number, a total for that Bill Number is generated.
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4.

Computing Services Billing Summary Report
The Computing Services invoice can be lengthy based on the number of Bill Numbers/Codes utilized by an agency or based
on the size of the agency. A summary report is now available by month that shows services, by units and quantity, consumed
by Bill Code. It also shows the current spend for the agency as well as the year to date total. See the example Summary
Report on page 7.
To request this report (Charges by Service Code within Bill Code within Month), customers should open a service request
with the ITS Service Desk by calling 919-754-6000 or by emailing ITS.Incidents@its.nc.gov.
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5.

Telecommunications Summary Invoice for Services Consumed
Since Computing Services and Telecommunications Services use the same invoicing system, the invoices are similar but the
information conveyed to each customer is different. The Telecommunications invoice tends to be lengthy, because it
represents all phone numbers or other telephony services subscribed to by an agency. These invoices are similar to one’s
home phone bill, except that there may be hundreds or thousands of phone numbers assigned to an agency. The services
included in the Telecommunications invoice include WAN, LAN, WLAN, Web Conferencing, Streaming Media, Video
Conferencing, Desktop and Mobile Telephony, Long Distance and Contact Call Center Services.
Similar to the Computing Services invoice, the Telecommunications invoice is summarized by Distribution Code or DisCD.
The DisCD is unique and provided by ITS, however, it is up to the agency to provide ITS the Department Codes to be
included in the Distribution Code.
The example on page 9 is the remittance copy of the agency Telecommunications invoice and represents the summary of all
consumed services provided to that Distribution Code. The customer returns this document to ITS to ensure their account
received proper payment.
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6.

Telecommunications Summary Invoice
ITS also generates a summary Telecommunications invoice by Bill Number and product. From the example on page 11, you
will find the Distribution Code (DisCD), the Department Code, the customer name and the month the invoice covers. It also
includes a matrix of information that may be difficult to follow. On the left hand side, the Bill Number is listed, which is the ten
digit telephone number or site number that is being charged. The middle section lists the telephony services products. These
products include Local Service, Installation/Service/Maintenance, Voice Misc, WAN, SNA (this is old mainframe connectivity),
Point to Point Data Circuits, Dial Up Data Circuits, Long Distance, Virtual Service, 1-800 Service, Calling Cards, Video
Services, Misc/Pass Thru, E-Rate and LAN.
To further clarify, see the excerpt below from the example invoice on page 11. On the left side you will find the Bill Number,
which is the telephone or site number: 919-202-0212. Then listed on two lines are the Telephony Services products. Below
the two lines, there is a $22.50 charge for Local Service. Also listed below the Local Service is Virtual Service. Notice the
dash under the $22.50. This means that for this Bill Number, there was not a charge for Virtual Service. The two dashes
under Inst/Svc/Maint and 1-800 Service illustrate that no charges were incurred for these products. Continue to read this bill
from left to right until you see Long Distance, which is 25 cents. The final column to the right shows that the total charge for
this number is $22.75.
See page 11 for the Telecommunications invoice example.
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7.

Telecommunications Detail Invoice

The example of the Telecommunications invoice on page 13 details the telephony products consumed. For clarification, the top part
of the summary invoice from page 11 is included in the detailed invoice example on page 13 to illustrate the relationship between the
two invoices. On page 13, the Telephony detailed invoice begins below the gray line.
This invoice provides details about each Bill Number or Site Number. For Telephony Services, it lists the type of Local Service with a
description. In this example, the customer is using Voice over IP for $20.30 a month. The Avaya phone costs $2.20 per month, for a
sub total of $22.50 which matches the $22.50 from the Summary Invoice. Below this is the Long Distance portion of the bill. This
user made four long distance calls. One of the calls was to an 800 number and the other three calls costs 25 cents in total. The
invoice shows the number of minutes for each call, as well as the average cost per minute. Again the 25 cents appears in the Long
Distance section of the Summary Invoice above. For data circuits, the same holds true. The invoice shows the Site Number and the
current speed of the circuit and what cost components comprise the bill.
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8.

Cell Phone Summary Report
ITS also generates a Cell Phone Summary Report by agency every six months. See page 15 for an example of this report.
The report covers January to June and July to December. This report is generated in Excel, so that the agency can sort and
distribute the data as needed. The report includes every cell phone user including the user data for every month in the six
month period.
The report also includes the user’s name, telephone number, vendor, telephone plan, total number of inbound minutes, total
number of outbound minutes and total minutes. It also lists the plan costs and any additional charges, e.g., overages. A key
benefit of this report is that it can show usage trends. After reviewing the usage report, a manager may determine that a
lower tiered plan or a more robust plan is justified or that a cell phone is not needed at all.
To request this report, customers should open a service request with the ITS Service Desk by calling 919-754-6000 or
emailing ITS.Incidents@its.nc.gov. Note that the report will only cover a six month period.
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9.

Telecommunications Expense Summary Report
Because the detailed Telecommunications invoice can be so lengthy, ITS generates a monthly report called the “Expense
Summary.” It is included as a separate report from the detailed Telecommunications invoice. The services consumed are
summarized by Distribution Code (DisCD). All of the Department Codes within that Distribution Code are totaled, as well as
the Distribution Codes. This report will only be as long as the number of Department Codes. Since some agencies use
multiple Distribution Codes, there may be more than one Expense Summary report for an agency. An example of this
Expense Summary report is located on pages 17 and 18.
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